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My Questions
Lila Howels, Class of 2022

When I sat down to write this essay, I thought about all the things that make up me. I
thought about how I could talk about my ADHD or maybe crafting or even my talkativeness but
nothing seemed to encapsulate everything that I stood for more than asking questions.

It was second grade. Warmth and excitement filled my body with the comfort of what's to
come without the dread of the future. I felt swirling around me the child-like wonderment of
learning and understanding. But I didn't always feel like that. Sometimes I felt guilty for not
understanding, not achieving enough and missing my favorite math lessons simply because I
couldn't read. A crippling dark cloud would press down on the back of my shoulders like Atlas
holding up the sky crushed by each move, each confusion over things I didn't understand. Until I
could ask a question. I would shoot up my hand to reach and grab at the sky to know its secrets
instead of being crushed by its weight. I felt only pride with each odd look and irritation because
I knew. I knew once my teacher could see my arm waving like a flag and walk over. While I
anticipated with interest and relief that  I, the person who didn't know how to read. Would know
and I would understand. I had power. And no one could take learning away from me. When at
the end of second grade I won the“ most asked question award” I only felt a sense of
accomplishment and pride for My Questions.

I walked up the grimy dusty concrete front stairs that lead up to my middle school. My
parents were right in front of me as I watched other people's parents walk with them too. The fog
of dread filled the school as parents looked disjointly at their children's grades and behavior.
Most people dreaded parent-teacher conferences but I loved them. It was a time when all my
hard work would be beamed back to my parents and even if I wasn't doing well, I finally had a
voice to talk to my teachers without being afraid. It was perfect. I walked to my first class of the
day as my parents worked together a schedule to be in and out as fast as possible. I found it
interesting to see my friend's parents. You could see the likeness in their faces and their parent's
behavior shaped the things I saw in class. There was also this strange kind of humbleness that
came when people's parents were around. It was as if the veil of popularity and power slid off the
moment someone's parent walked in, even the most smug popular infuriating person in the class
would be on the same level as me. We went from teacher to teacher as they told me and my
parents how I was a joy to have in class and how smart or helpful I was. It was a perfect evening
to 12 year old me but then came Mr. Armstrong's class. I stepped into the room and immediately
felt the residue of irritation and boredom seep off the dirtied white walls. The room was dark
except for one fluorescent white light that harshly lit the table where he sat. My dad sat
awkwardly in the tiny chair as Mr. Armstong’s large hawk-like eyes locked onto my sweating
face. “ Your child is doing fine in my class.” Relief washed over my body.  “But” My heart sank
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through my chair, through the dirty tile floor to what felt like the core of the earth. “She asks too
many questions and it is distracting to my class” Shame washed over my body but was quickly
replaced with confusion. How were my questions a problem? I only ask them when I don't
understand and I'm not raising my hand and saying something stupid. I’m just trying to
understand when his teaching didn't make sense! Anger grew inside of me until it might have
burst but humility grabbed hold and stuffed it back into my body. When we got home my parents
talked to me about the importance of asking questions but making sure they aren’t interrupting.
However, I knew deep inside of me that my teacher was wrong. My questions were nothing more
than my learning and gaining knowledge, and I wasn't going to let him take that away from me.
My questions had become an act of defiance. A protest for knowledge that I was going to fight
for no matter what.

My body sunk in my bed and my blanket wrapped me with a false sense of comfort
meant to deceive me. My body, steeping in a slew of stress, slogged with each sluggish step
stretching to my seat. My laptop would spring open, and suddenly, I was in class. Camera off.
Check. Microphone Mute. Check. I was ready. Until I wanted to ask a question, I would unmute,
peep out a word, then mute again, unsure if I was rude or interrupting. There was no time to ask
questions when everyone had already struggled to stay for just the second we were online.  Then
I would move to the chat, but my question would be quickly lost in the sea of thoughts. I felt so
alone. Not only that, but I felt stupid. I started hating my questions because all they meant to me
was a deficit in something I was supposed to understand. That led me to some dark places that
with a lot of work, I somewhat dug myself out of. When I came back to in-person school, I didn't
realize how much that had affected me. It solidified in my mind how much questions meant to
me. I discovered a lot, including my ADHD, and as I claimed back my questions, it also helped
me accept my neurodiversity. My questions became a moment of acceptance.

In some ways, questions also make me hopeful for the future, especially as I’m turning
eighteen tomorrow. It brings me security knowing that my questions will become anything I need
them to be, whether that's an act of knowledge, defiance, or even acceptance. A part of me.
Always questioning. Always wondering. And always curious no matter what.
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Falling
Koen Barber, Class of 2022
I wrote this in Fall, something I wanted to capture. Always fun to work in rhyme and meter.

Tumbling through the air, it lands on the ground
Spreading its portent of decay all ‘round
The leaf now flutters no more.

The sun’s off-kilter, side-eyeing the earth
But as it sets, still the stars show its mirth
Life begins to close its door.

There’s beauty in life, and in life no more.
As seasons explain life’s cruel metaphor
I, for one, plead: encore;

Toothy
Liv Nelson, Class of 2025
For this piece I used magazine paper mache for the teeth, a gold paint pen for the string, and
black acrylic for the background.
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Ella
Fred Phillips, Class of 2024
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To: Not All Men
Katelyn Cumming, Class of 2025

We are women, more or less
We have Bodies, Bodies which Belong to Us
We have Brains, Brains and Bones
We have Skin, We have colorful Skin
We have Minds and Hearts
We have Hearts and Souls
We Love
We Hate
We Feel
We Speak
We miss Girlhood
Girlhood where princesses were Realer than politics
Princesses, Belle, Cinderella, Snow White, Princesses
Princesses who were one way
And We were another
Princesses who needed a prince to save them
Of course, or course
A prince saves them of course
Politics, men, old men, old white men, politics
Politics, a petty little war
A petty little hisfit yelling to the predicted other side
“She has a life inside Her so Hers doesn’t matter, of course”
Probably, i'm still a girl
My Periods are Light
My Skin is Light
My Chest is small, Legs are small, Skinny, White, Blond
My neighborhood is safe
But do you know how it Feels
To have Your Right to Your Body
Argued, argued
Debated all the time?
And do you know How Small it makes Us Feel?
Small, Small, Small
Waiting for politics
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Men, old men, old white men
To decide
If I do what I might someday Need to
Would be a murderer?
More or less, we are women
We are Hot, Hot, Scalding, Boiling
Not quiet, Not Quiet
Up Front, Unforgiving
We are Noisy and We Take Up Space
Take Up Space with Bodies
With Pens and Stories
Not pencils; not erasable
We have Songs
We have Hands
We have Voices, Words
Big, Heard
Loud and Hot
We Are Women.

Gender Dysphoria
Keith Walker, Class of 2023
The struggles of my gender dysphoria in the form of a poem.

Who am I?

Why do I feel the urge to break free of femininity and move onto masculinity?
This feeling deep inside is like a lion tearing me apart.

My parents don’t accept it.
So why do I accept it?

Why don’t I stay the same and be like any girl out there?
This feeling is burning and burning inside of me and I can’t help but break down about it.

I want to be accepted for who I am.
Why am I suddenly different because I feel masculine?

I’m still the same person you’ve always known, just more masculine.
I am Keith.
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Lily
Fred Phillips, Class of 2024
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Deal with the Devil.
Hannah Zoulek, Class of 2024

When did compromise become a deal with the devil?
I was always taught that compromise was inherently a bad thing.  That compromise is a

sign of weakness, of ineptitude, of an unwillingness to put in the hard work of standing your
ground or coming to agreement.  Something to be avoided at all cost.  But what if this isn’t true?
What is everything I’ve learned about compromise is a lie?  What if it isn’t a deal with the devil
after all?

Let me tell you a story.  When I was younger, the most laborious chore in the house was
taking the dog out.  Not only did it involve standing out in the cold yelling for the dog to come in
for a good fifteen minutes, but one had to be on one’s guard the entire time he was outside lest he
decide to take a bombastic interest in someone on their morning stroll or aggressively socialize
through the fences with the neighboring canines.  Needless to say, this was considered the worst
job in the house, and I certainly didn’t want to be the one to have to do it.  But here’s the thing:
My mom didn’t want to have to do it either.

Now, somebody’s got to take the dog out.  (By this point, the dog is squeaking and
looking at me with those pathetic brown eyes and making me feel like I stomped on his fuzzy
little heart.)  The previous arrangement of “whoever is less busy lets the dog out” simply resulted
in each of us finding something else to do.

Many solutions were proposed, debated, and rejected, until my mom offered to let me
watch one half-hour episode of my favorite tv show before dinner if I would take the dog out.
This meant she was willing to give me double the amount of screen time each day, something she
didn’t want to do, if I would take on the horrible task of letting the dog out.  It was a difficult
decision and I contemplated it for a week, but in the end I accepted.

So, was this a deal with the devil?  Was it wrong for my mom to bend the rule on
screen-time so she didn’t have to take the dog out?  Was it wrong for me to accept that
compromise, even though it meant I would have to take the dog out numerous times a day for the
foreseeable future?

Okay, before we start trying to answer these questions, let’s consider another example.
Let’s say Kim and Andy work at a law firm, and said law firm has yet to decide what their
return-to-work with COVID policy is.  Kim and Andy are therefore tasked with devising a plan
that is both safe and effective.  However, they strongly disagree on what to do here.  Kim would
prefer everyone be in the office every workday unless they are sick or traveling; Andy would
rather no one be in the office absent extraordinary circumstances.
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When Kim and Andy sit down to discuss what to recommend the firm do, neither expects
anything to come of their meeting.  It’s only after their boss calls to inform them they need a plan
by the end of the day that they actually set to work.

Three hours, a box of cookies, and innumerable cups of coffee later, they emerge with a
plan, the gist of which is everyone would have a designated two days a week they had to be in
the office.  Neither Kim nor Andy is entirely pleased with their plan, having both had to give up
part of what they wanted, but they agree it should work.

So did Kim and Andy make a deal with the devil?  Should neither have been willing to
compromise their original positions?  Would anything have changed if they had more time?

Let’s look at one final example, and then I promise we’ll start answering some questions.
The epitome of compromise in recent US politics has to be President Biden’s social

spending bill.  Whether you agree with it or not, there is no arguing that it took hundreds of
compromises, big and small, to get even as far as the bill has come.

From smaller compromises on the bill, such as keeping in four weeks of paid family
leave, to larger compromises, including whittling the total cost from three and a half trillion
dollars to just under two trillion, everyone had to give up something for even the possibility of
passing the bill.

So, politics aside, does the compromise inherent with this bill make it a deal with the
devil?  Or, somehow, is this compromise a good thing?

In order to answer these questions, we have to know what compromise, at its essence,
actually is.  In the broadest, most general sense, compromise is giving up one thing to get access
to another, especially when each of those things are valued by at least one party.  It is neither
completely passive (it isn’t avoiding the issue by giving up everything the other party wants) nor
completely aggressive (it is less likely to lead to long periods of fighting).

With that in mind, is compromise a deal with the devil?  The answer isn’t as simple as
yes or no.  When used in the absence of time, bandwidth, and trust, compromise can be a
wonderful thing.  It’s when it’s used despite time, bandwidth, and trust that it becomes a
problem.

So what does this mean, exactly?
Let’s revisit the compromise over who had to take the dog out for a moment.  I realize I

gave very little background (which may or may not have been on purpose), but now let's look at
two possible contexts for that compromise.

Scenario One:  My mom had been incredibly busy, having to balance not only two jobs
but also raising a child single handedly and looking after aging parents.

Scenario Two:  My mom spent more time golfing than working, was always home early,
and spent little time interacting with me.
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In both scenarios, my mom trusts me (or at least, we’re going to say she does for the
purpose of this analysis).  The difference lies in the time and bandwidth part of what makes a
good compromise.  In the first scenario, my mom doesn’t really have any extra time or
bandwidth she can devote to her stubborn daughter not wanting to take the dog out.  Her time
and bandwidth are stretched thin enough as is.  But in the second scenario, she did have enough
time and bandwidth to go around, so my half-hour of tv became a platitude used to make the
problem go away.

That is the difference between a respectable compromise and one that is less so.  Like the
first scenario, when compromise is used to accomplish something necessary when time,
bandwidth, and trust are not to be found, it fosters progress in an environment that might
otherwise be hostile to it.

In reality, the context of this compromise was the first scenario (and I just have to say
thank you to my mom for letting me tell stories on her).

Let’s look back at the other two examples for just a moment.
Kim and Andy had only a few hours to develop a plan from completely opposing

positions, and so they compromised for something that was somewhere between their positions.
Had they had more time, however, they may have been able to find a solution that satisfied them
both completely.  So, in this case, it was a lack of time that made this compromise acceptable.

And with the social spending bill, it’s a lack of trust that makes that compromise
acceptable.  When both parties in a situation trust each other, there are myriad options and
solutions available. But, without trust, those options are often no longer viable as energy is
focused on second-guessing and judging the other party rather than contemplating a way
forward.  Compromise does not necessarily require trust, as both parties get something they want
and, therefore, becomes a way of facilitating progress in situations where there might otherwise
be a stalemate.  With the spending bill, a few of the people involved may trust each other, but
there is no way every member of congress trusts every other member.  So they’ve used
compromise to work towards accomplishing something.

This may seem like a trivial distinction, but it isn’t.  So often we use compromise despite
having time, bandwidth, and trust, but we can’t go on using compromise that way.  If we do,
personal compromises become destructive bribes used to make the problem go away until
another springs up in its place; workplace compromises create an environment of platitudes and
stagnation; and political compromises set our country on a collision course with disaster.  But
when we use compromise in the absence of time, bandwidth, and trust, personal compromises
become a way of maintaining healthy relationships, workplace compromises are
progress-makers, and political compromises become a way of actually serving the people despite
wildly differing viewpoints and agendas.
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Compromise, when used correctly, isn’t a sign of weakness.  In fact, being willing to
make sacrifices so progress can be found in a situation is actually a sign of strength.  And yes, it
is true that some people may come to expect compromise when one uses it enough.  However,
this, too, can be a good thing: It conveys the message one is willing to work with others to
accomplish something, and that one is a reasonable human being.  And finally, while
compromise can be a turn-off in political campaigning, it is an essential part of governing in a
democratic system.

All this to say that, in the end, compromise isn’t a deal with the devil unless we make it
so.

Mushrooms
Milo Paul, Class of 2025
I was getting back into watercolor again and wanted to try something a bit different.
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Ukraine
Tabitha Parker-Theiss, Class of 2022

I blinked away my tears in sync with the conductor's baton
For an anthem I’d never heard
A country I’d never been to
It was one of those moments
When time goes up and down
Instead of side to side
Like snow
And war.

Melting
Milo Paul, Class of 2025
I really like to experiment with trying to represent a visual of what some of the emotions we
experience looks like, and so that’s what I decided to do here with this piece
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Freefall
Ibraheim Ahmad, Class of 2024
Freefalling through space.

The vast expanse engulfs
my surroundings, filling up
my vision.
I can’t shift my eyes; unmoving
like an argument with her.
Wishing.
I don’t have much time left.
Wish I could’ve said goodbye.
Hoping.
Trillions of stars all around me, spreading light. Floating, falling through the universe
holding on to what little sanity remains.
Yearning
for the warmth in her smile.
The silence, so deafening
like my head underwater.
The infinite amount of specks glittering
reminiscent of her beautiful eyes.
Longing
My oxygen is diminishing, heavy
Breathing.
Tears dribble from my eyes
Suspended in front of me.
Realizing
my final moments would be seen by none. My heart starts to pound slower and slower,
while my thoughts,
Thundering.
Quick flashes
scattered like asteroids along the belt,
strobes of light penetrate the darkness of my senses. The chaos within my mind,
flamboyant, like solar flares from the sun. 15 seconds,
the time I have left after my oxygen is depleted. Eyes gaze in wonder,
at Jupiter and Mars.
At the stars and planets,
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So close yet so far.
Panicking
My throat, constricting
my lungs strung like empty balloons.
I reach up, clawing
at my throat,
my vision is blurring red.
Darkness encroaching,
my peripheral cloaked,
Plummeting.
I’m fading away.
The void welcomes me with open arms. With a smile on its face
and warmth in its eyes.
Can I sleep now?
Is it over?

Colorful Frolic
Sofia Hernandez, Class of 2025
This is one of my fairly early paintings. I like all my painting but this one I absolutely fell in
LOVE with. It was one that I decided to go crazy with the colors on. Rainbow galore!
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Memoir 100 Words
Kimberly Ponce Perez, Class of 2025

Fresh air, something I wasn’t used to in my first grade classroom.
The boat sped up.
I clasped onto the railings for dear life. Foolishly, I ran towards my mother in a rush at

the same time we rode over a bulging wave. I don’t remember what I thought midair, but soon
my eyes met with a pretty shade of blue green. The sun rays pierced through the water. The
visual was quite comforting. So with one hand I reached out towards the surface in a way that
seemed heroic at the time, why isn’t anybody coming for me? I still remember the scene as
serene, almost euphoric.

Koi
Santy Lopez, Class of 2022
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Law of Motion
Koen Barber, Class of 2022
As keen readers may surmise, I had the idea for this poem while staring at a fountain.

Oh, how we love that which is in motion,
but never changes.
Roaring campfires, spinning tops, flowing fountains
We gather around that which emulates our nature.
Their vibrant stillness echoes our own.
Every moment, passing unseen.
Atoms shift on a scale impossible to comprehend.
Cells working furiously to produce change we never see.
Each day and night, ending and starting the same.
Each year following suit, in endless orbit.
As person circles planet; planet circles star; star circles galaxy; galaxy drifts in cluster
And all float in nothing.
Each in rigid routine which never ceases to run in place.

This rigid change is our very essence.
Our temporal perception always baffled by that which moves too slowly to see.
We age,
but a year is not felt passing until it is gone.
Seasons change,
but when at first flowers bloomed it seems only moments before leaves fall.
Days end,
but the red of sunset always surprises us with its haste.
Fire dies,
but where does it truly pass from flame to ash?
Where does being turn to memory, present fade to past?

Irreverent to questioning,
the fire roars, fountains flow, tops spin
And we watch in endless fascination.
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Pear Painting
Prisca Amematsro, Class of 2023

Your Best
Silas Villegas, Class of 2024

If you always try your best
Then you’ll never have to wonder
About what you could have done
If you'd call for all your thunder.
And if your best
Was not as good
As you hoped it would be
You still could say
That today you gave it your all.
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Cries on a Battlefield
Paisley Rain Loyd, Class of 2025
Eating disorders are a growing epidemic and over 30 million Americans struggle with eating
disorders every day. If you or someone you know is struggling with disordered eating please seek
help or call the ED hotline at (800) 931-2237.

3 numbers. Am I nothing more than 3 numbers? Why am I defined based on the size of my waist
or the three numbers that dictate my every thought? The smaller I get I lose more and more of
myself and my time wont stop ticking like the calculator in my head. I miss the days where I
could go out to eat with my friends without crying over calories. I miss the days where the
aftertaste of every meal wasn't laxatives or guilt. I miss the days where I could brush my teeth
without googling Colgate's calories. I miss the days without shame, without pain, without
wondering if there ever will be a ‘small enough’ or if I will ever be anything more than the 3
numbers below my feet. Breakfast began to taste like defeat and dinner tasted like a diet soda.
Something inside me began to crave the emptiness that my gut endured and the hunger pains
became a drug. I became an empty well afraid to be filled. Shaking became a feeling of pride, a
sense that I was doing something right. If fainting is the price I have to pay for validation it
seems like a fair trade. 1, 2, 3. It's as easy as that. 1,2,3 days and no one noticed. 4, 5, 6 days no
one noticed. 7,8,9 the numbers that came in threes were never enough. My cries for help were
like whispers on a battlefield. Lunch would have fueled my body but nothing would ever taste as
sweet as being small, right? The numbers never stopped I was being tortured by my own internal
clock and I was nothing more than a human recycling bin. I was longing for the days when a
soldier heard my whispers from the battlefield. I wasn't a person. I was a problem. I was 3
numbers. I wasn't sick. I was a success because I could never see myself as more than 3 numbers.
When I looked in the mirror I saw numbers I saw a goal I saw myself dying and when you
looked at me you didn't see my sickness you saw sensation you saw success. Sick was never sick
enough and bulimia isn't a choice but
recovery was. Your whispers are loud enough and I stand here today knowing that I am my
own soldier listening for the whispers on the battlefield.
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Soda Pop
Fred Phillips, Class of 2024
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Baby Esmerelda
Destinee Cummings, Class of 2023
This poem was written for my little sister who passed away a day after she was born. I had
always wanted to be an older sister and when I found out my mom was pregnant I was extremely
excited that I was finally going to be an older sister. A week before she was born we had found
out that she had a very serious heart condition and that she may only survive if she had surgery.
I really wanted her to get the surgery but there were a lot of things that could've gone wrong. My
mom chose not to put her through any more pain for her last moments of life. When I first saw
her I broke down in tears because she was so tiny and precious. Writing the poem was a way to
help me express how I felt and how I saw her.

Baby Esmerelda
Tiny fingers, tiny toes

Why you left us, no one knows
Your perfect spirit came to earth

to have a body and a birth

You must have been so good before
to walk back in through heaven's door

The time you stayed was well received,
And when you left our hearts were grieved

But in our minds, remember this,
We tried to fill your life with bliss
You briefly got to meet your kin,

And yes, we think we saw you grin

Thank you lord for special time,
To hug and hold before life’s chime

The minutes of her life were few
And we were left to cry adieu

So as we sit and ponder why,
A little one so sweet should die
We know that in a future time

Our days with her will be sublime
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On heaven’s side we’ll run and play
And do the things we missed today

Our little one be patient please
And know that we were on our knees

In faith we prayed for your success
And asked the lord your life to bless

We know he always does what’s right
Because his ways are full of light

We love you lots and know for sure
That you are one whose life is pure.

Love, from all of us.
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Aftermath
Aria Gunter, Class of 2024

Well this eclipse was a very weird one. Except for the usual fireworks, that was still the
same (obviously). The actual eclipse was way bigger than it usually is. I’m talking like
ginormous. Maybe a few soccer fields. Probably stretched out even farther but that’s all I could
see. That wasn’t even the strangest thing! There was a funky lookin’ figure that was slightly off
the center. I didn’t even notice it at first, Dave pointed it out to me. I thought he was just playin’
tricks on me, but I accepted it eventually. I had a fleeting feeling of utter horror for some reason
but that luckily subsided. After the eclipse passed–all twelve hours–the goddamn figure’s still
there! What the hell! I thought I was goin’ insane but I asked my co-worker Randy (Dave had
also pointed the figure out to him) and he said he had also kept on seeing it all throughout the
day. At this point I didn’t think I could stretch my brain any further. I went online. I tried to
extrapolate data pertaining to figures in the sky around eclipses but I found nuthin’. Although I
did find a video of a cute-little dog, that was nice. He was indeed very floofy, but that’s besides
the point. The figure’s the point. Who, what, where, why, and how is it there–probably a UFO–.
Maybe those alien pyramid conspiracies were right. I doubt that though.

Guess what?! The figure’s gone! It just disappeared. I don’t know how or why, but it did.
No one else seemed to notice though. If they did, they sure are really good at keeping a secret,
actually… everyone's been a bit more distant lately. Y’know it’s probably nothing. It’s not like
they’re completely ignoring me at the least.

They’re completely ignoring me. It’s like I don’t exist. It’s getting brighter though.
They’re really starting to piss me off. Really bright. Like, do I actually mean anything to you!
Too bright, can't see. It’s ok they’re probably planning a surprise party or something. Too bright,
it hurts. Burns. Why? I guess I’ll see them later. Tiny ants on that hill looking up at me.
Goodbye, you were great… but now it’s too late.
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Sincerely Yours
Lala Nagata-Brown, Class of 2022
A form of despair committed with knowledge solutions to that despair exist.
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The Unfortunate Constant
Gudon Abdi, Class of 2024

It’s said by law of conservation of mass that each product needs its reactant,
coefficients added to balance out their work.

It’s symbolic, really, how they take care of one another -
How chemistry makes everything rational and true, a fair system.

Give and take, take and give. What is applied is given back.
But If it’s a law, why can’t you follow it?

How is it that there’s two reactants, yet no reaction between us?
Lussac’s law states that when pressure is applied, the temperature goes up. The

dynamic of P1 matching with its T1, and the P2 matching with its T2. And
although pressure and temperature do make a wonderful duo

I suppose that my mind just can't help my wonder -
Why is it though with all the pressure you give me,

Your expectations crushing on me,
I somehow still manage to feel cold,
Despite the law and all that you give.

Periodic law believes that the elements on the table are divided by their chemical properties.
Some elements’ ions work great with one another,

Some needing only one more to be complete, some willing to lose one to match.
Although the more I learn while I read it is all the more damaging for me. What I

learn bonds with me, reaching a scientific conclusion -
That opposites attract is yet another law that we don’t apply to,

And that maybe our ions are just incompatible, a loose fit.
It seems that regardless of what I study in this field

That my mind will always stray to you.
It’s general relativity,

Or whatever that means to me anymore.
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LIGO (Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory)
Griffie Liedtke, Class of 2024
This is a science poem about LIGO. LIGO is an observatory that does not detect light but
gravitational waves. Gravitational waves are produced when two massive objects like black
holes or neutron stars collide. The LIGO observatory looks like a small building with two very
big “arms” laying out at 90 degrees from each other. There are two of these observatories in the
U.S. One is in Washington state and the other is in Louisiana. This poem is written from the
perspective of LIGO.

Do you hear that?
The faint, invisible hum of two far away, yet fast objects, Impacting
at higher speeds than you can imagine.
And gyrating like a top.
No? I do.
How, you ask?
With my arms.
I got two of them that can sense the tiniest,
faintest ripple.
These tides of the universe flicker past,
unseen,
unheard,
unfelt
by all but me and my sister in Louisiana.
The first time I heard this sound that no one can hear
Was September 14, 20151.
The small Bump
of gravity triggered my fine tuned lasers to misalign
ever so slightly2.
As I was lying awake
Listening
to the stars.

2 "What Is a Gravitational Wave? | NASA Space Place."
https://spaceplace.nasa.gov/gravitational-waves/en/. Accessed 14 Feb. 2022.

1 "Gravitational Waves Detected Albert Einstein Theory of Relativity."
https://www.bu.edu/articles/2016/gravitational-waves-detected/. Accessed 14 Feb. 2022.
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3-Point Perspective Piece
Liv Nelson, Class of 2025
I used alcohol markers to make this. It took freaking forever.
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A Train
Meah Phan, Class of 2023

people pass.
i stand by.

people go.
i stand by.

people move on.
i stand by.

the bench is filthy.
must, grime, dirt.
its between the crevices,
in the walls.

i sit there anyways.
i have been-
sitting there anyways.

the train goes by.
the people get on.

the people say goodbye.
i just sit there.

life,
it was meant to be stagnant.
stagnant means no change.
no change means that no one gets hurt.

i like that.

their touch surrounds me.
i feel it.
ghosts of people i once knew.
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whispering fingers,
lingering touches,
persisting gazes,
gnawing brushes.

the light flickers above me.
its foreboding.
it means that time keeps going.

i hate that.

people pass.
i stand by.

people go.
i stand by.

people move on.
why can't i?

Blue
Ema Sanchez Zullo, Class of 2025

When Myra was a little girl, she saw a pen on her table. The pen was a blue pen and it
was going to fall off the table. So she caught it. And when she caught it, the pen made a little
blue line on her hand because she caught the pen tip down. Myra started crying because her
mother would yell. Her mother would have a sticky red cup in her hand and her words would be
slurred together. And her mother would yell. Crying, she saw the little blue line on her hand and
saw the blue pen in the other. Myra made a shape with the line that the pen made. She made lines
and lines and when she was done, she stopped crying. Because her mother would yell, but Myra
made a little blue friend.

Myra’s mother saw Myra’s little blue friend. And she yelled, words slurred together and
sticky red cup in hand. Myra would cry, she would see her little blue friend and she would stop.
Myra was little and her blue friend was little, but her friend made her stop crying. Her hand was
blue and she stopped crying and her mother yelled.
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All About Me
Sofia Hernandez, Class of 2025
This is all about me painting. I made this during the peak of the pandemic while I was taking
online classes. There are plenty of things about me in this painting, but this was made during
middle school so I may make another one. After all, I have changed a lot but that doesn’t make
anything in this painting not true. This was originally just a simple project for my art class and I
was supposed to make a tiny drawing that expressed myself. Obviously, I decided to go above
and beyond for this one.
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Vanity’s a Whore
Meah Phan, Class of 2023

She loves you. You know that.
She makes you love yourself. You like that.

Her arms wrap around your waist.
She whispers simple, sacred, sweet nothings into your ear.

You slowly let down the walls around yourself.
You find yourself unable to stop thinking about her.

She tells you how much she loves you.
She comforts you.

She made herself at home in your bones.
Time blurs with every second you spend with her.

Her fiery hands turn as cold as ice.
They find themselves wrapping around your neck.
It happens in all relationships. Every couple fights.

It’s quite normal, actually. She tells you this as she soothes your damaged soul.
You forgive her. She forgives you.

You find yourself unable to stop thinking about her.
What is anything else to a woman's love?

The world is on fire, she tells you. The world is on fire. It's just me and you.
The world is on fire, and she keeps you safe.

She loves you. You know that.
She makes you love yourself. You hate that.
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An Eye For an Eye
Aubrie Jensen, Class of 2022

An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind, Gandhi said.
The people of this world are blind, then.
Except they do not take eyes.
They take lives.
Imagine your little sister is dying. Imagine you take her to the hospital. Imagine, for a

moment, that you don’t want to. The doctor saves your sister’s life. It was the only thing you
could have done. But now you’re just as guilty if you’d let your sister die anyway. You have
permitted the doctor a murder. One legal murder. One life to take, by his choice. One chance for
revenge.

The eye for an eye inversion law allows every life saved to credit the saver one legal
murder.

The medical profession are now the most feared and revered community in the world.
We revere them for saving us.
We fear them for the many murderers and to-be murderers among them.
Imagine you are the doctor. Imagine the amount of lives you save per day. The list of

legal murders stacking up alongside your list of patients you’ve saved. So many potential
opportunities for revenge on those who have hurt you, who want you dead simply because of
your profession and, therefore, the power you hold.

In a sense, your permitted murders are your protection. Anyone who fears you and tries
to kill you—but is not permitted a murder—will be stopped and imprisoned.

And what idiot would try, anyway, knowing if they failed you could simply order them
killed?

Besides, you are a doctor and you do save many, many lives. For as many as there are
those who want you dead, there are many, many more who want you alive, to save their loved
ones.

Imagine you are one of those who want as many of those in the medical profession
community dead. You don’t care anymore if wiping them out means people have no one to go to
for the saving of their lives or others’. But you know attempting to kill them, with no legal
murders granted to you by the government, will likely end up with you in jail or dead.

So, with others that are like you, you all divide into two teams. One team fakes several
near-death experiences. The second team pretends to save them. Some attempts are discovered
by the government; some people arrested, imprisoned. But some go through, and you and several
others are granted murders.
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And now you have the power to go after them, those in the medical profession who are
feared and revered.

So you and several others target doctors. Nurses. Emergency physicians. Paramedics. It’s
not all just medical field professions, either. Firefighters. Policemen.

Imagine you are one of those who are devastated and furious with those who are targeting
people whose jobs are to save lives. Imagine you are a cop whose comrade has just been
assassinated by a legal murderer. You grieve his death, and with that grief comes rage. An anger
extinguished only by the thought of revenge. And you track down your comrade’s killer and you
legally take his life.

And on and on and on it goes… a bloody cycle of an eye for an eye…
… a life for a life.

Completely and Utterly Impossible
Gabriel Steele, Class of 2025
For drawing class, one of the prompts was "a scene/scenario that is completely and utterly
impossible". This was my drawing for that prompt.
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Abortion
Milo Paul, Class of 2025
What’s going on right now in our country regarding abortion is sickening. They want control
over people’s bodily autonomy without even consulting doctors to make their decisions. They
don’t care if you have health problems or if you’re not old enough to even be having a kid. They
just want control. And that is a horrific thing to do to anyone. And that’s why I wrote this poem,
because I want to open people’s eyes to the horrors that are happening in front of them.
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I Don’t Have a Voice
Nava Sharma, Class of 2024
53 words was my limit, but it's a clear distinction to the real limit of our own voices.

53 words is all I get? That's way too little. Wait…WHAT! It’s already counting down. Shut UP
ME!.... It's kinda sad when you think about it, but this is life. Some people say, “You have a
voice”. But when my voice is limited and those words go to deaf ears. I shut up.

Peanut Butter
Conner Nielson, Class of 2024

Peanut butter, Peanut butter ooo I love, Creamy or chunky, my love for all, Reese’s and Nutter
Butters,
My snack pile is too tall,
Reaching new heights,
Until I take a bite,
Stores and houses I steal it from all, On the floor is where I crawl,
Look for that Jif wrapper,
I recognize the color,
Sneak it from the cupboard,
Shimmy out the house,
Quiet as a mouse,
Eat peanut butter is all I do,
And someday I hope you will too.
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Failure Without Success
James Bradley, Class of 2025

Chronically Online
Lilac Howells, Class of 2022
My little ode to Covid.

My body steeping in a slew of stress slogged with each sluggish step to my seat. Sitting
on-screen slipping into sleep then sliding into stress stuck in sadness from scarcity of safety and
sympathy.
I'm struggling. I'm scraping at my sanity. Now I'm sobbing.
And then I simply stop.
I stare studying my sense of self seeing my simple structure seeking a sense of significance but
all I spot is sicking.
Stripped for what I seek. I slip sinking into my seat. I sip some soda.
Then shift to stare at statistics.
The seeds of seconds sprout speeding into seasons then suddenly school is scarce.
It’s summer.
Am I successful? Did I succeed? Did I survive? Did I live at all?
I'm left with lost time.
I look and look but I can never seem to find it. I try and try but never can seem to find the perfect
replacement. I need it. I need the time because life is speeding toward me and I'm not sure I can
dodge its obstacles. I'm not sure of the future at all. I don't know what I'm doing. I'm not good at
anything. I- I am succeeding.
Somehow I succeed? My sneering snickering success sneakily surprised me.
I'm shocked. I'm stressed. I'm scared. But I'm also smart and skilled. I'm steady and sufficient. I
am ready.
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An Unexpected Paradigm Shift
Verene Huang, Class of 2025

Some people say that the definition of ‘home’ is simply one’s place of residence. A
physical structure in which someone lives. This ideology is one of society's many faults.
Overlooking the true meaning of home and accepting that which is easiest to comprehend. That
the memories in life come with you, despite leaving the place it first sparked its joy. I only fully
understood the faults in these sentences when my life changed. Recently I moved across the
country to a place I’d only seen in magazines. The title big ‘homes for sale' as I promptly ignored
it, scanning the page for a word cross or perhaps a color page, if lucky. Little did I know, I would
soon be the one looking for those ads. No more coloring pages, no more crosswords. Every ad
was cut out of the wrinkled magazine scattered on the countertop. All factors of the house were
examined but somehow none of those requirements included words that were familiar to me.
Words like comfy were disregarded and thrown into a bin no longer applicable. In its place, were
the words price, building model, and kitchen size. Every lucky crossword was thrown away, no
longer serving a purpose in the cutout paper.

A small countdown stood on the wall across my bed. Red marker scratched across the
surface, every indent a reminder of the horror to come. As a relief, I would often talk
monotonously to myself—and occasionally the little star stickers that aimlessly filled my ceiling.
But in all honesty, I was only talking to whoever would listen to my silly conversations. Talking
amidst myself one night, I realized a scary truth that shadowed my life. That the countdown was
no longer something made up to pass time, but that it was a tangible reminder of the days
remaining.

5 days and we’re moving. I hate every part of packing.
4 days and we’re moving. My room is awfully empty. It's hideous.
3 days and we’re moving. Packing is no longer the problem. It’s the fact that I may never see this
place again. Note: replace place with home.
2 days and we’re moving. The car trunk no longer has space. The windshield is covered with
brown boxes of things.
1 day. It’s reality.

It never occurred to me that moving across the country would be a problem. It really wasn’t.
However, what was the problem was the mindset I was placed into. That if we move all our
things, the memories would move with us. That nothing would change. That we would stay the
same. But in the truth of this world, the things we love the most aren’t able to move in brown
boxes hidden in the trunk of a car.
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Emotions
Isha Madey, Class of 2025

Express your emotions now
For we never know

What the universe allows
Though we hold it in out of fear

That feeling will never “simply” disappear

Our life has an expiration date
For we never know the end

We cannot wait
For this moment to be the past

For it may be our last

Forward Chicken
Roxana Gloria, Class of 2025
This is a drawing of my chicken facing forward.
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Roses
Tate Curtis, Class of  2024

Rose.
A flower…
Anything more?
A patch of fire tearing through
the fields and world.
A peak of red soaring
above a sea of green.
Unafraid to fall.
Incapable of doubt.
It stands strong, stable, staring
the more powerful down.
Why doesn’t the rose back away?
Why doesn't the rose hide its beauty?
For its beauty attracts
the greedy, conceited, and careless.
The faith of the rose
lies in the thorns.
The thorns resist
the child’s innocence.
The thorns prevent
the mouths of the hungry.
The thorns are the last front,
the final stand, the king’s guard.
The rose believes in its own thorn’s might not because they can defeat all foes, but because the
thorns believe in the rose. This trust, even misplaced, is where the true power of the rose lies.
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Jerry K. Spencer
Avolea Archuleta, Class of 2023

Did you know a person can be dead even if they are still breathing? Isn't that fascinating? That
even when your heart stops your body is still trying to be alive? It's cruel. I only know this
because last February my grandpa passed. He was a very bleak and boring man, still, he was a
very loving man. He was the one true man who stayed in my life and constantly supported me.
When my mom called to say it was time to say goodbye, my heart dropped. I knew it was time,
didn't mean I wanted it to be. So when my sister and I got to the hospital, we just stared at each
other. Blank, the base, the person who carried my family was going to leave and not for a little
but forever. My mom, my aunt, my sister and I took our positions around the bed while we
waited for his heart to stop. It was almost like we were his keepers. The keepers of his death bed.
My mom talked a lot, I don't think she wanted it to be quiet. The silence would have been too
much. The doctors turned off all the computers, so in the end there was nothing I could hyper
focus on and go numb. The worst part is knowing that his brain was still intact, he could still
hear us, think and love until the very end. Sometimes wanting to be alive isn't enough to live.
Sometimes at night, I just crave hugging him. Hugging him goodnight, hearing him tell me about
the weather or even him just calling me sweetheart. Sometimes I just get angry, angry that he
didn't take better care of himself. Angry that we didn't notice how bad it was getting. Angry that
he won't see me grow up or graduate. He won't be able to walk me down the aisle that we talked
about two weeks before his passing. The worst part is just the sadness that comes randomly.
Sometimes I still believe it isn't real. That my grandpa is still out there on his couch watching his
hunting shows and fixing us up tv dinners but deep down i know it's an illusion. When the
doctors came in and told us his heart had stopped, I remember having my head on his stomach
and feeling him breath and thinking, maybe he can come out of this, he's still breathing.

Polynesian Designs Katoa
Joe Katoa, Class of 2023
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Dear Family
Robbie Jensen, Class of 2022

Dear Family,
I’m leaving
I’m leaving in five months
in one hundred sixty days
in three thousand eight hundred twenty-three hours
I’m leaving eleven days after I turn eighteen
Five days before Robbie turns sixteen
I wanted to be there when he gets his license
I want to be there when you turn my room into the music room you’ve always wanted
Is it more convenient having a piano where I used to live?
When you play the piano, will you all think of me?
I want to be there when Lucas rides his first bike
I want to be there when Hallie makes the high school volleyball team
I want to be there when Blake realizes we all don’t hate him, never have, and he stops acting out
because he knows we love him
I want to be there when Clara dances alone in the living room because I’m not there to dip her I
want to be there when Mom is so tired she needs someone else to be the mother I want to be
there when Dad asks us kids to come work in the yard
And I’m not gonna be there
I won’t be there to do the dishes every week on Sunday
I won’t be there to drive Robbie to school and he won’t care because he can drive himself
anyway
I won’t be there to tell Hallie the guy she likes is a jerk and she deserves 100x
better I won’t be there to tell Blake I love him because no one else wants to
I won’t be there to watch Blake baptize Lucas
I won’t be there to make sure middle school doesn’t destroy the pureness that is Clara Louise
Jensen
I won’t be there to fix my relationship with my dad
I won’t be there when my mom wants her best friend back
But I won’t be there because I’m not supposed to be
Life keeps going
You move on without me
I see you moving on already
You’re ready for me to leave
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I see it when I’m gone all day
When I walk in the door and no one reacts
I see it when Hallie asks Mom if she can have her own room now
When I come home from work on Mondays and see you all in the living room having Family
Home Evening together and Blake stops asking why I’m not there
When you talk of plans and vacations and trips I won’t be here for
When Clara tells everyone she gets to put the star on the Christmas tree even though this year
it’s my turn
I see it when Mom hugs me out of nowhere and doesn’t tell me why
I see it when I look at all of you together without me and there doesn’t seem to be anyone
missing
I see it when my family of eight finally fits around the kitchen table for seven
It’s like I was never here at all
Love, Aubrie

ASL
Fred Philips, Class of 2024
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Colors of Life
Thomas Pepper, Class of 2024

Does red mean to love? Does green mean envy? What does envy even mean? I’ll tell you what I
know. Green means life, grass, and money. Although red does mean love, in other circumstances
it means blood, blood is pain, pain is death. So in a twisted weird way, everything is flipped. Pain
is a very similar feeling to me, my father was dedicated but to the wrong things. He was focused
on drugs, drugs represent the color red as only pain comes from drugs just as the feeling of love
comes from abuse of drugs. My mom was a mime for how much she pretended to be a loving
mom, although she was really appreciated as although she faked her love for me and gave me
attention, it was always more than my bullshit addict that is called my father. I hate my father, he
is pathetic, he is red.

What Are The Biggest Threats to Creativity?
Kate Wilkins, Class of 2024

Perhaps the biggest threat to creativity is insecurity. That voice in our head tells us that we aren't
good enough, that there is no point in trying. We make an effort to keep our insecurities at bay,
we attempt to shove them back in our closet along with our other demons and moth-eaten
sweaters. But the residue of their voices coat the color palette of our minds and we tell ourselves
that things are black and white and fit in a box and that the colors inside us have no place
anywhere outside our heart. So we stop creating, stop dancing. Start trying to fit in, start trying to
match the sound of our breathing to the regulated hum of normalcy. And just like that, Creativity:
0 / Insecurity: 1.
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Ranboo
Margarita Ramirez, Class of 2025
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Ignorance
Ibraheim Ahmad, Class of 2024
We haven't learned from the mistakes in history, and this poem reflects that.

We have not learned.
From Afghanistan to Palestine,
From stealing my family to destroying my home.
It is real. (Israel) But still
We have not learned.
From the Holocaust to the Uyghur Genocide.
From indoctrination to moral disfiguration. Blurring right from wrong. We
have not learned.
Our voice is a tool in our armory against hate.
We speak out against things we deem wrong,
things we dislike, things
we don’t understand.
We rise together, get but a miniscule taste of victory and fall back content with ourselves. Happy
with the deluded belief that “I made a difference”.
We say that we’re family, we call to each other with smiles on our faces. But
family and friends become enemies and rivals,
at each other’s throats for
What?
This materialistic world?
These shallow desires, these futile items.
The sense of satisfaction, superiority, success?
No.
We haven’t learned.
History has repeated itself over and over,
yet we never notice. We never learn. We never act on it.
Hitler made his mark, and Putin might too.
But, no, we haven’t learned.
How many mothers have lost their children
to wars we could’ve prevented.
Holding lifeless corpses in their arms,
tears dropping on blank faces. Glassy eyes staring. Thinking,
Why, why did you have to die, why couldn't it have been me?
We hear about Ukraine and voice our support,
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Unable to understand their pain, but we didn’t
Do the same for Palestine.
If I’m wrong correct me, but
Our actions don’t align and we brush it off, say it's fine.
But all these efforts are in vain,
when you only care if it affects you directly. No,
not yet.
We have not learned.

The Dichotomy of Society
Eleanor Stevens, Class of 2022
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Physics
Owen LaDue, Class of  2024

The equations that go
On and forever

The diagrams that show
Force and motion

“What does it mean?”
Many have wondered

No one has known
Since Newton passed

“What’s that Equation?”
“Who is that?”

You’re not alone
We don’t have the faintest clue

Just remember it
and hope

Who could’ve known there were so many Equations for fruits
Falling from trees
Equations of mute
Points and pleas
Your civic duty

As a student
Is to take physics

To understand the basics
So you can enter

The oasis of unusable knowledge
That we call Physics
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Alien Night
Cierra Robinson, Class of 2024
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It’s Scary
Nava Sharma, Class of 2024
Life's fun, but some things are very... very scary
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Pet Fly
Heela Arshad, Class of 2025

I’ve always wanted a pet, so when the fly landed in front of me one random day, I grabbed an
empty cup sitting next to me and stood up.
I slowly moved towards it.
Holding my breath, I stared at the fly. I stood frozen. What now?
My hand moved, and I plunged the cup over the buzzing fly.
The fly was gone.
I caught the fly, smiling to myself. I felt like a God. I fed the fly biscuits. I thought it would be
thirsty and added some water to the bowl I was keeping it in, named it Jerry, and unknowingly
drowned it. Do your research lads.

Hunger
Aria Gunter, Class of 2024
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Fire
Inez Akumutima, Class of 2023

Eyes like mine
Crazed for love and attention
Fiery and alive with untameable rage
At the world;
And at nothing

Hands like mine
Pitted against an impassive current
Tearing at the feeble will left in my soul

To never know comfort else the cycle will break
The very cycle that makes my family so great
An existence that boils the blood in my vines
A constant reminder

Some born lucky, others lucky to be born
An uncanny resemblance
An eerie repeat
The ghost of my youth
Pulls me further beneath
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Looking into the Dragon
Sofia Ahmed, Class of 2024
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Shift
Milo Paul, Class of 2025
I wanted to write about my dysphoria and the self empowerment I’ve slowly been developing
over the years and so I wrote a poem about it.

I stand looking in the mirror
Wondering if I’m just a shell
When my disappointment will disappear
I know this was my life,
Planned out on a page,
To be the perfect little girl who was coming of age
And yet I still stand here with questions
Floating in the air
“Should I get stronger?”
“Should I try to cut my hair?”
But would it make a difference? Would it even change
The chaotic melodies floating in my brain

Does it get easier?
Once the years go by?
Do I just need to wait it out and look for a sign?
Or should I start now?
With the courage in my bones that overflows into pools of lightning that propose:
A solution
What it is yet, I don’t know
But I’ll find out soon and like a bud I’ll bloom and start to grow
And then I’ll be a tree
With rings of age and life
With a history written on it
Yeah,
that’s what I’d like my life to end like
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Locked Inside
Inez Akumutima, Class of 2024

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HZcTL9RRotw

Lyrics

It's been so hard to stay away.
It's been so hard to stay away.
My heart says it’s not ok
That I don't know when I'll see you again
But just know that I still care

Oh
I know I’ve lied
When I swore I’d  stay with you all the time
I know
It’s hard to have to let go

Remember I Remember I
Find it hard to be locked inside
But it will be worth it and
You just gotta know

You don’t get out of my mind
You don’t get out of my mind
In every breath I take, I feel you
Don’t even doubt that I have you in my heart too

When the day comes
And our eyes meet once again you’ll forget this
I will stick with you as if time was being delayed
remember In your heart Ill always stay

Roses are red, and violets are blue
When I first saw you it was then that I knew
You belong with me
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I could’ve never been more happy

You are the light of my life
The brightest light of my life
Words can’t explain all you make me feel
It hurts that I don’t feel your presence
When it’s you who I need to strengthen my-y essence

Remember I
Find it hard to be locked inside
But it will be worth it and
You just gotta know

You don’t get out of my mind
In every breath I take, I feel you
Don’t even doubt that I have you in my heart too
When the day comes

And our eyes meet once again you’ll forget this
I will stick with you as if time was delayed
Always remember In your heart I will stay
I will stay
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Disco Space
Sofia Hernandez, Class of 2025
There is no hidden meaning with this one. At the time I thought it would be really cool if I made
a space painting. So that’s exactly what I did.
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Cosmic Girl (Eyes Open, Eyes Shut)
Martine Hurtado Angeles, Class of 2025

Your Silent Home
Catherine Tyer, Class of 2023
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// The Unstoppable Bugs vs the Immovable Deadline
Ames “Programmoring” Team
Code from this year’s robot, including some of the programmorers’ comments ( ++ designates
Maya, :) is Mason, Gabe is --, Jesse is ////, ££ is Jasper, and SS designates Silas)
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